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The Lily And the Bull is a compelling new version of existence in Minoan Crete - a global of
magic and mystery, ritual and superstition, the place prior and current intersect, the forces of
fine and evil clash, and way of life is charged with the The Lily and the Bull supernatural... Ierii,
the daughter of the executive gardener on the palace, is in love with Thyloss, the son of the
keeper of the Queen's bulls. Thyloss, who's waiting for a destiny as a bull acrobat - a place of
significant value - reveals his emotions for Ierii steadily changing. yet their hopes are shaken via
occasions past their control. The Minoan civilization, one of many maximum the area has
known, by surprise and mysteriously got here to an finish someday in the course of the interval
1600-1450BC, baffling latest historians and archaeologists alike. probably the most continual
theories is that it was once fatally broken via The Lily and the Bull the giant volcanic eruption at
the within sight island of Thera (Santorini). This tale charts the dramatic occasions over the past
days of Ma-ii, a urban at the north coast of Crete.
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